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S409/609: PRI OF Fl ,IGENCE 
F LL 2009 
'fEN'rA'flVE 
'f9 P.R<M;Rl'.~S~l .. 
Day Topk Reading Optional Reading 
9/08/08 General introduction to 
Al 
RN I Artificial Intelligence at 
WikiPedia; Computing 
Machinen:: and Intelligence 
by A. Turing 
9/10/08 Search Problems RN 3. l-3.3 
9i15/08 Blind Search RN 3.1-3.7 
9117/08 A* Search and 
Heuristic Functions 
HN 4.1-4.2 A* Search at WikiPcdia 
9/22/08 Ltical Search RN 4.3-4.4. 
7.6 
9/24/08 Local Search; 
Searching in Games 
RN6 
9129!08 Searching in Games RN6 
I 0/0 l/08 Game Theory RN 17.6­
17.7 
Game Theory at WikiPedia; 
The Tragedy of the Commons 
by G. Hanlin; News; 
Traveler's Dilemma at 
WikiPcdia Traveler's 
Dilemma at Scientific 
American 
10/06/08 Summary of Search 




RN 13 Matlab Manual; Matlab 
Answers at MlT: Matrix 
0Qerations; File Operations: 
Plotting/GraQhing 
10/08/08 Recitation for 






Bayesian Network at 
WikiPedia; 
l Oi J 3/08 Midterm 




Judea Pearl's classic 12a12er; 
Belief Pronagation at 
http://www.cs.wright.edu/-swang/cs409/syllabus.html 10/1/2009 

10/20/08 	 Leaming with RN 20.2 
Maximum Likelihood 
10/22/08 	 Leaming with Hidden RN 20.3 
Variables 
10/27/08 	 Hidden Markov RN 15.3 
Models; Speech 
Recognition 
I 0/29/08 Neural Networks RN 20.5 
J I !()3/08 Decision Trees RN 18.3 
l 1 /05/08 	 Decision Theory; RN 16. 1­
Markov Decision 16.3; l 7. l-3 
Processes 
l I fl 0/08 	 Reinforcement RN 21.l-
Learning 21.6 





HMM at WikiPedia; HMM 
tutorial by L Rabiner; 
Examples 
Markov Decision Process al 
WikiPedia; 
Reinforcement Leaming at 
WikiPedia 
Machine Translation at 
WikiPedia; Machine 
Translation from Jurafaky and 
Martin's Speed1 and 
Language Processing; 
Google Translator 
http://www.cs.wright.edu/,...,,swang/cs409/syllabus.html 	 10/1/2009 

